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Job 2:11-13 
When Job’s three friends heard about all this disaster that had happened to him, they came, each one from his home—Eliphaz 
from Teman, Bildad from Shuah, and Zophar from Naamah. They agreed to come so they could console and comfort 
him. When they looked up from a distance and didn’t recognize him, they wept loudly. Each one tore his garment and scattered 
dust above his head toward the sky. They sat with Job on the ground seven days and seven nights, not speaking a word to him, 
for they saw that he was in excruciating pain. 
 
2 Timothy 4:9-18 
When Job’s three friends heard about all this disaster that had happened to him, they came, each one from his home—Eliphaz from Teman, Bildad 
from Shuah, and Zophar from Naamah. They agreed to come so they could console and comfort him. 12 When they looked up from a distance and 
didn’t recognize him, they wept loudly. Each one tore his garment and scattered dust above his head toward the sky. 13 They sat with Job on the 
ground seven days and seven nights, not speaking a word to him, for they saw that he was in excruciating pain. 
 
How many of you have ever had a bad day and found someone offering you unsolicited advice? Or had a bad week and then 
someone rushes in with suggestions for how you should handle it?   
 
We have all been there, AND we have all done that. We’ve been with someone who opens up about a painful time they’re 
experiencing… and after they finish, we’re ready with a laundry list of advice or solutions for them. And while we mean well and good 
in trying to “help” - we’re actually skipping over an important aspect of human relationship and connection.  
 
This tendency to jump to advice is comfortable - it is part of our humanity. But our scripture today reminds us that often in the face of 
hurt, what people really need is not a list of solutions, but the simple presence of love and care.  
 
There’s a wonderful image on social media that speaks to this - have you seen the picture of the dog, a golden retriever, who’s wearing 
the cone of shame, presumably after having surgery or for some reason, he needs to wear it while healing - but dogs don’t really 
understand why they have to wear these cones over their faces and it usually makes them pretty unhappy or embarrassed, so the dog 
looks miserable.  
 
In the picture you also see a small little black and grey striped kitten sitting inside the cone, leaning against the dog’s face, just resting 
there. The caption reads - when someone is going through a rough time, just sit with them. No preaching, no advice. Just be there.  
 
Another word for the wisdom of this cat is empathy - the ability to understand and share the feelings of another. Emotion researchers 
generally define empathy as the ability to sense other people's emotions, as well as the ability to imagine what someone else might be 
thinking/feeling. 
 
Empathy is the central ability Job’s friends show us in our first Scripture from today. In the midst of Job’s afflictions, three of his friends 
leave their homes and come to him. They tear their garments, weep loudly, and sit with him for seven days, saying nothing.  
 
Of all the people in the Bible who experience tragedies, and there are a lot, Job has always been one of the hardest for me. At its 
core, the book of Job is a conversation and exploration on human suffering. Its portrayal of one man's sufferings, the responses of his 
friends, and his struggle for faith and understanding mirrors our own experiences of suffering and pain. 
 
The book of Job addresses the problem of theodicy, a fancy church word asking why God permits evil and suffering in the world, or 
better known in our time as - why do bad things happen to good people? All of this is explored through the character and story of Job. 
 
Today we focus on one particular part of the story - What do we need when we are hurting, what does love look like in the midst of 
suffering?  We hear about Job’s friends who come and sit with him. This is the Jewish practice of Shiva, a weeklong mourning ritual 
after experiencing death. A time when friends and relatives visit and comfort the family. The ritual allows them to share their pain, to 
trade stories and memories. 
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Job experiences tragedy after tragedy through no fault of his own - and in the midst of suffering, Job is in mourning. He tears his 
clothes and shaves his head, but he still blesses God in his prayers. And during this time, he sat on the ground with his friends 
surrounding him. 
 
In this moment, his friends’ response is what we call “the ministry of presence” - of true solidarity, of seeing his excruciating pain and 
joining him there. They know they can’t change or fix his situation or offer advice at this point. So they do like the kitten, they came to 
just be with him. 
 
In a commentary on this text, Rev. Remington Johnson writes, “In the church I was raised in, the parishioners would fill the refrigerator of 
the one in trauma with casseroles. A few folks would descend on a home and clean it top to bottom. It was their way of tearing their 
clothes and rubbing ashes on themselves.”  
 
What are other practices you can think of that embody these acts of grief and solidarity?  
 
One of the things I love most about this church is that we are never alone. When someone is hurting in this community, you show up with 
food and prayer quilts. When COVID forces us out of the sanctuary, you show up online. When it comes time to set the budget each 
year, you show up with generosity. I love that on our hardest days and our longest nights, we are never alone. Job needed his friends. 
Paul needed Timothy. Jesus needed the disciples. And we need each other.  
 
When we love someone in need, it is easy to give. We show up with physical offerings of comfort. We send cards and make phone 
calls. We don’t think twice about it, because when we love someone in need, it is easy to give.  What about when it’s not so easy? 
 
Beaten and imprisoned, Paul writes to Timothy with a simple request: “Come quickly.” He lists those who abandoned him, but says, “I 
hope that God doesn’t hold it against them!” In his greatest moment of need, in prison and in pain, Paul doesn’t need revenge, but 
instead asks for companionship.  
 
Forgiveness comes easier for some than it does for others. However, it is difficult to find a more modern-day message of reconciliation 
than Nelson Mandela’s life story. After being imprisoned in South Africa for 27 years for his protest of Apartheid, we expect that he 
would hold at least a small grudge. But, as he so eloquently said himself,  
 
“As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still 
be in prison.” 
 
Paul has come to the same conclusion. He might still be physically in prison, but his heart and Spirit are free. 
 
One of our art pieces to help us reflect on this Scripture today - “Paul in Prison” - is by the Rev. Lauren Wright Pittman. In her artist 
statement she says, “Forgiveness transforms Paul’s life. It enables him to seek companionship and comfort instead of vengeance, and it is 
the essence of the message he carries.”  
 
She invites us to consider the many ways forgiveness has transformed Paul throughout his life - and now as his life comes full circle and 
he is abandoned by friends and persecuted for his beliefs, what does he need? 
In essence, it is the same as what we all need—for someone to come quickly, to gather the items we need, and to simply show up.  
 
This is our calling - to show up and care for one another—in seasons of joy, in times of transition, and when we experience hardship. To 
care through listening and being present with one another. Caring in this way - and asking for care - takes courage, it takes 
vulnerability, it takes patience and strength, and it requires a safe space. My hope and prayer is that we as a church can be that safe 
space for one another to come back together. 
 
Tonight, we continue these courageous conversations with one another. I invite you to take a few minutes right now to reflect with those 
near you: 

• Share your name and take a moment for both sharing and listening. Ask one another: 
o How has someone been a loving presence for you? 
o What are new ways this community can be a loving presence in our neighborhood? 

 
We’ll give some time right now and then following worship, you are invited to continue these conversations. 


